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REALIZATIONS OF POLARIZED TARGETS IN STORAGE I99Q
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While particle storage rings generally provide a large average current, they require
ultra-thin targets in order to maintain a reasonable lifetime of the beam. Targets
composed of polarized atomic gas are well-suited for use in storage rings because
of their thinness and the high degree of purity and polarization possible. Several of
these so-called internal targets have been developed and successfully used to mea-
sure scattering asymmetries at Novosibirsk; future experiments have been proposed
at Bates, NIKHEF, and HERA, for example, which also rely on these techniques.
The methods that have eo far proved feasible for producing and storing highly
polarized atoms will be reviewed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report concentrates on the development of internal polarized targets which use

storage cells to increase the luminosity. The simplest design for a storage cell is a tube with

as small a diameter as allowed by the stored particle beam. For a simple tube, the density

falls linearly from the point of injection to the tube ends. Assuming an atomic source which

can inject 101' polarized atoms/sec, a typical central density is 8—9xlO12 atoms/cm,3 so that

for a cell of length 40 cm, one finds an effective thickness of 1014 atoms/cm,2 corresponding

to a luminosity of 6xlO3 2 cm"2 sec""1.

The storage cell introduces several new problems. The most serious is the depolarization

which can occur during collisions of the polarized atoms with the cell walls. Special surfaces

such as paraffin, teflon, or siiicone surfaces (drifilm) can greatly increase the number of

non-depolarizing collisions from one or two to greater than 1000 (ref. 1). The special

surfaces must be able to survive the ring environment, which, requires one to avoid the

synchrotron radiation and M0ller scattering from the circulating beam, the heating of the

cell by radio frequency (RF) resonance losses in the cell, and radiation damage by the beam

itself. Another mechanism of depolarization is the precession of the magnetic moments of

the nuclei and electrons about the intense magnetic fields produced by the circulating beam

pulses. These effects are largely overcome by the use of a sufficiently strong static magnetic

field. Another problem arises when the frequency equivalent of any of the atomic transition

energies is a harmonic of f he frequency of the circulating beam pulse. In this case, z. resonant

depolarization of the atomic state can cccur if the fourier components corresponding to the

transition energy are not negligible.
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Figure 1. Layout of phase 1 target and a single electron-deuteron detection system.

2. THE EXPERIMENT A l NOVOSIBIRSK

The measurement of the tensor analyzing power Tjo in elastic electron scattering from

the deuteron at the highest possible momentum transfer is the goal of the experiment at

Novosibirsk. A schematic layout of one of the detection systems and the polarized deuterium

source are shown in Fig. 1; a detailed description is given in ref. 2. The atomic source is of

conventional design;3 typically it can produce a flux of polarized atoms of 1-2 xlO1 8 atoms/s,

with tensor polarizations of Pz. = -0.75 ± 0.10 and 0.80 ± 0.10.

2.1 Experience from Phase 1

The passive cell used in the first phase of the experiment was a 94 cm long elliptical

tube with radii 12 mm and 23 mm. The cell was formed from aluminum and coated with

drifilm to give a surface of less than 0.001 depolarization probability. The relatively large

cell cross section was necessary to protect the drifilm surface from damage by synchrotron

radiation, as well as to limit the loss of electron beam flux during injection and acceleration.

The cell was installed from March 1988 until April 19S9, during which period the

accelerator and storage ring were operating approximately nine months, with an average

current of 150 mA. The drinlrn surface was not significant;.' damaged over this period.

Calculations of the beam-induced depolarizatirr. h: • h-••.-- ';=•; to f.nd the optimum
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At Novosibirsk, the first phase has been able to use a static magnetic field of approximately

600 gauss to maintain the polarization of the deuterium.

2.2 Progress on Phase 2

A series of new active storage cells have been installed in the VEPP-3 straight section

since March 1989. The basic cell design consisted of a U-shaped tube which could be

opened and closed against a flat wall. This allowed the cell walls to be removed from the

electron beam region during the injection and acceleration phase, when the phase space of

the electron beam is much larger. The cell length was 52 cm with an opening of 1.9 cm by

0.9 cm. Additional protection was provided by independently movable stainless steel and

copper blocks just upstream, of the beginning of the cell. Using the same source of polarized

deuterium, these cell dimensions provides a useful thickness of 9xlO12 atoms/cm2, a factor

of 15 greater than the phase 1 cell, and a factor of 45 greater than the crossed beam setup.

Besides the higher target thicknesses which are hoped to be achieved, this new cell will test

the drifilm wall surface under much more hostile conditions.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results from phase 1 have been analyzed and are soon to be published.

It has been shown that a storage cell can survive in the storage ring environment, and provide

a factor of fifteenfold increase in total target thickness (a threefold increase for the target

length viewed by the older particle detectors). The technique of using a strong static field

to maintain target polarization appears practicable. Phase 2 of the experiment is underway,

and first results indicating the performance of the smaller cell will be soon available.
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